



The Creation of a Regularized
Subset of English for
Mandatory Use in Maritime
Communications:
SEASPEAK
Peter Strevens and Frederick Weeks*

Almost without exception, language planning
projects in the past have been ethno-centered---
devised for the needs and purposes of particular
human speech communities, nations, or states)
Recently a research and development scheme for
language planning has been completed in relation to a
non-ethnocentered use of language. English in
modern times has come into use among 700 million or
more human beings not only as part of their normal
daily life within a community having English as the
principal first language, or as a second or foreign
language (ethno-centered use), but also for many
millions of them as the preferred language for a
number of trends, movements, activities, and
operations (non-ethno-centered uses): among others,
in science (especially computing and space science),
the global news and entertainment media,
international aid and administration, aviation, and
now most recently, in maritime communications under
the name of SEASPEAK. In these activities the
nationality and language affinities of the participants
are without importance. They use English because that
is the agreed or dominant language of that activity,
irrespective of their own language origins.

The SEASPEAK project had as its object the creation
of a regularized, simplified subset of English for use
principally in intership and ship-to-shore speech

*Peter Strevens is Director, Bell Educational Trust, 1 Red Cross
Lane, Cambridge CB2 2QX, England, and Frederick Weeks is on
the Faculty of Maritime Studies, Plymouth Polytechnic.

communications using very high frequency (VI-IF)
radio.' These aims have much in common with some
aspects of aviation English, but there are also many
differences: obviously in the speed at which events
change and decisions need to be made in aviation, but
less obviously in the much greater degree of autonomy
and freedom from external control accorded to the
ship's master, the much lower level of technological
support and information available at. sea, the lesser
degree of sophistication in training available to all but
the most recent generations of ships' officers, and the
fact that the international adoption of English as the
agreed language for maritime use is very recent
(1975).

Why should SEASPEAK be needed now, when it had
not been required previously? The answer lies in
seven recent revolutions: in the design of ships; in the
nature of cargos; in the consequences of shipping
disasters; in changed patterns of seaborne traffic; in
new shipboard communications equipment; in the
altered distribution of nationalities among ships'
officers; and hence in the extent to which
communication in English could be taken for granted.

Ships are now by and large faster and bigger,
often carrying far greater loads than were dreamed of
30 years ago. Some tankers can carry 350,000 tons of
petroleum products. Many of these huge cargos are
potential bombs, of immense destructive power in the
eventuality of fire and explosion-rare, but not
unknown-and they can create massive and
long-lasting pollution if the ship is stranded or
damaged.

The world's oil has to be carried from a quite
small number of sources, such as the Arabian Gulf,
Venezuela, Texas, Nigeria, and the North Sea,
through channels and along sea routes that become
densely packed, into relatively few crowded ports like
Rotterdam, Marseille, Yokohama, and Singapore;
other cargo traffic is also more often than before
consigned along trunk routes since the advent, of
containerization.

(Continued on page 2)






On board ship, communications have been
revolutionized by the sudden universal availability of
VHF radio on the ship's bridge. The captain's radio
communications with the outside world and especially
with other ships are no longer mediated (and delayed)
by delegation to a specialist radio officer: indeed,
except on passenger ships, the radio officer has
become almost a rarity. Instead, the captain can now
speak directly to other ships, or to the shore, up to a
range of 30-40 miles. This means, too, that ships in
VHF range of each other can negotiate (or, rarely,
argue) over their imminent passage through congested
waters or narrow channels.

Yet at precisely the same period in history the
proportion of nationalities among the bridge officers
of seagoing ships has reversed from approximately 80
percent native speakers of English to approximately
80 percent non-native speakers, and so seafaring has
ceased to be mainly the preserve of English mother
tongue mariners, just at the time when signals
discipline and the regularizing of speech
communications have assumed a new and vital
importance.

The seafaring profession has become increasingly
aware of these problems. Its first response was to
agree, in the relevant agency of the United Nations
(now known as the International Maritime

Organization) on English as the official language;
henceforth, seagoing officers can expect to be tested
in their ability to use English for their work. Second,
in 1977 a Standard Marine Navigational Vocabulary
(SMNV) was officially adopted. This was in fact a

phrase book, somewhat akin also to the conventional
nautical flag signal book, in that SMNV attempted to
list as many as possible of the likely messages between

ships, and between ship and shore, and to give them a
canonical form.' SMNV was a considerable advance,
and in the future such a "code book" approach,
mediated through simple microprocessor devices,
could provide a useful though limited set of automatic
translations of phrases between ships. Thus, if a ship's
officer wished to send to another ship, within range
but not visible, the messages I have an injured person on
board. Have you a doctor? he would look up the phrases
in the Vocabulary and would see that they are
numbered, let us say, 164 and 172 respectively. He
would punch these numbers into a transmitter, and on
the bridge of the other ship, perhaps a Korean tanker,
the Korean translation-equivalents of these phrases
would be displayed. This is not, of course, true
machine translation. But it is a technically feasible use
of a signal book or phrase book approach.'

The chief limitation of the Standard Marine

Navigational Vocabulary, in linguistic terms, is that it is
not generative. The project that resulted in SEASPEAK
set out to create a set of procedures and rules that

would on the one hand regularize speech
communications while on the other hand making
possible the transmission in due form of any message
relevant to maritime purposes, a claim that the phrase
book approach of the marine vocabulary could not
remotely fulfill.

SEASPEAK has the characteristic of deliberately
imposing a set of restrictions upon the structure of
discourse arid of pragmatics in English. Some of its
features reduce redundancy (for example, by strictly
limiting opportunities for paraphrase, by operating
within a vocabulary of some 5,000 words, and by
preferring the use of only a small number of verb
forms and discouraging the others). Other features,
on the other hand, increase expectancy. An example is
the prescribed sequence of elements within each
transmission of a given conversation, each element
being a member of a limited set: thus every message
begins with a message marker, indicating what kind of
message will follow. See fig. 1.

Within any transmission, the message-bearing
elements (in transmissions 5 and 6 in fig. 1) always
begin with a message marker indicating what kind of
message will follow. Each message marker has its
specific reply marker.

Ex: (a) Question: which side will the pilot board?
Answer: pilot will board on port side.

(b) Message Markers Reply Marker

Question Answer
Instruction Instruction received
Advice Advice received
Request Request received
Information Information received
Warning Warning received
Intention Intention received
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Seven transmissions:

1.	 Olivia Queen. Olivia
Queen
Golf-Zulu-X-Ray-Oscar.
This is Sharjah Pilot. On
VHF channel one-six.
Over.

2.	 Sharjah Pilot. This is
Olivia Queen,
Golf.Zulu-X-Ray-Oscar.
Over.

3.	 Olivia Queen. This is
Sharjah Pilot. Switch to
VT-IF channel zero-six.
Over.

4.	 Sharjah Pilot. This is
Olivia Queen. Agree
VHF channel zero-six.
Over.
(Switch-over)

5.	 Olivia Queen. This is
Sharjah Pilot.
INSTRUCTION. Stop
engines and wait for the
ship ahead of you to
enter. Nothing more.
Over.

6.	 Sharjah Pilot. This is
Olivia Queen.
INSTRUCTION
RECEIVED POSITIVE.
I will stop engines and
wait for the ship ahead
to enter harbor. Nothing
more. Over.

7.	 Olivia Queen. This is
Sharjah Pilot. Out.

The detailed structure of
the transmissions (general
structure):
Transmission 1
(Initiate call.) Address the
station being called. Use of
phonetic alphabet. Identify
own station. Indicate VHF
calling channel.
Transmission 2
(Respond to call.) Address
the initiating station.
Identify own station. Use of
phonetic alphabet. Return
(Over).
Transmission 3
(Indicate working VHF
channel.) Address station
being called. Identify own
station. Propose working
VHF channel. Return
(Over).
Transmission 4
(Agree working VHF
channel.) Address the
initiating station. Identify
own station. Agree working
VHF channel. Return
(Over).
Transmission 5
(Message.) Address station
being called. Message
(Marker plus content).
Offering initiative to other
speaker. Return (Over).

Transmission 6
(Respond to message.)
Address the initiating
station. Identify own station.
Response to message
(Marker then read back as
check on correct hearing.)
Indication of no further
message to come. Return
(Over).
Transmission 7
(End transmission.) Address
station being called. Identify
own station. Terminate
(Out).

Standard Phrases used in these transmissions.
This is...
On VHF channel
Over.
Switch to
Agree VHF Channel

Figure 1. A typical SEASPEAK conversation.

SEASPEAK underpins the intention to increase

expectancies by certain frequent message checks.
Users of citizens' band radio (which has several
features in common with shipboard VHF radio) know

that the quality of transmissions can deteriorate very
badly as a result of distance, interference from other
more powerful transmitters, the effect of intervening
buildings or hills, poor electrical connections, etc. At
sea, many of these sources of deterioration may be

exaggerated, making speech incomprehensible.
Consequently 5EASPEAK requires the speakers to check
whether the message transmitted was the message
heard, particularly by repetition (readback) or
confirmation.

Ex:	 Information: my maximum speed is nine
knots.
Information received: your maximum speed
is nine knots.

Note that message checks cannot establish whether a

message was understood, only whether it was correctly
heard.

Another special feature of 5EA5PEAK is its
concentration on the use of standard phrases and the
strict rejection of all paraphrases. Standard phrases
look at first like a list of arbitrary conversational

openings or closures.
Ex:	 Calling ....

Over.
Out.
This is.

Nothing more.

Stay on.
Understood.

Say again
Agree VHF channel ....

But each is closely defined, and each is the preferred
choice out of several everyday alternatives. Thus:

Calling

	

is to be used instead of "I wish to

speak to

	

; "Are you there, Imabari Maru?";
"The ship I wish to speak to is

	

etc.

Say again ... is to be used in place of "What?";

"Sorry, old man, I missed that"; "Repeat that, will

you?" etc.

Agree VHF channel ... is to be used in place of
"OK, let's change to channel

	

; "Yeah, that's
fine by me" etc.

The use of standard phrases provides a deliberately
restricted choice and thereby increases expectancies on
the part of the listener.

The construction of messages in 5EA5PEAK follows
a small number of rules: initiate by a message marker;
do not put forward more than two propositions
(messages) without introducing a checking procedure;
keep within SEASPEAK vocabulary. But the message
itself has to be embedded within a number of
well-established conventions. Some of these are the
standard phrases mentioned above; others govern the

(Continued on page 4)
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expression of quantities (time, number, position, etc.)
or the pronunciation of letters of the alphabet (the
phonetic alphabet); others relate to special-format
messages such as MAREP (maritime report) in which a
strict sequence of elements is laid down, for example:
(a) ship; (b) date, time; (e) position in latitude and
longitude or port of departure; (d) position, hearing,
and distance; (e) true course; (f) speed; and
(i) destination.

A MAREP special-format transmission might sound like
this, if it is for the purpose of reporting the ship's
position (every word printed below would be spoken):

MAREP POSREP
ALFA.	 Brecon Prince. British. Mike

Bravo Charlie Delta.
BRAVO.	 Zero-two, one-zero,

three-zero UTC.
CHARLIE.	 Five-zero degrees two-two

minutes north,
zero-zero-zero degrees
one-zero minutes east.

ECHO.	 Zero-seven-five.
FOXTROT.	 One-five decimal five.
INDIA.	 Europort.
Yet even these conventions do not exhaust the

sets of established procedures and constraints within
which 5EA5PEAK must operate. Enclosing the messages
arid their necessary conventions and standard phrases
are a set of procedures, laid down by the International
Telecommunications Union and required to be rigidly
followed whenever a call is initiated, maintained, or
terminated. These VHF procedures provide a
framework of internationally accepted rules. They
establish the fact that the officer on the bridge using
his VHF transmitter handset is accepted as a

professional communicator by radio, using the most
effective and least ambiguous methods-as long as he
follows these rules.

The VHF procedures stem from the nature of VHF
radio itself, and in particular from two characteristics
that make the VHF handset fundamentally different
from the telephone-a device that it closely resembles,

thereby causing much confusion to the tyro VHF user.
First, VHF nearly always operates in the simplex mode:
that is, only one speaker can transmit at a time, so that
a conversation must consist of completely distinct

segments in which interlocutors alternately listen and

speak. Many practical constraints follow from the fact
of simplex working, starting with the obvious one, that
the speaker must indicate when he has completed
what he wishes to say (by saying Over or Out, as

appropriate) so that the person listening to him knows
that he in turn may speak.

The second limiting characteristic is that in place

of the astronomically large number of telephone
numbers that any caller can address, each giving
access to one person or a known subgroup of persons,
with VHF radio there are only some 60 channels
available, even in theory, to a given caller, and in
practice the number is usually very small; and these
few channels are the only ones available for all the
many callers who may wish to converse at the same
time. This makes it imperative for VHF users to keep
to the minimum the amount of time they occupy a
channel: consequently SEA5PEAK, too, must be very
concise.

Nor does each caller have the equivalent of a

unique phone number; and vHF conversations cannot
be private since they may be listened to by anyone
with a VHF receiver within range. The system is helped
by the device of maintaining one frequency, the

"calling channel," solely for making contact between
would-be speakers and their desired interlocutors;
once contact is made, the parties have to select, agree,
and switch over to a different "working" channel,
having first made certain that it is not already in use.
So the first step in making a VHF call entails stating
whom you wish to speak to, identifying yourself, and

seeking agreement on a working channel: only then
can the conversation begin. Other problems arise from

interruptions, from your working frequency being
accidentally "captured" and rendered useless for you
by the intervention on that channel of a different
caller with a more powerful transmitter, and so forth.

These technicalities are mentioned to explain why
SEASPEAK cannot confine itself to matters of language
but must be encapsulated within the network of
conventions and procedures already established for
VHF transmissions.

One final point may underline the inescapable
connection between SEASPEAK as a linguistic system and
the constraints of VHF. Natural language used between

speakers in sight of each other, whether speech or

writing, contains much information about the way in
which the rules of discourse are to be used,

particularly over changes of topic and responsibility
for bringing a conversation to a close. Most of these
data are absent from VHF conversations. Consequently
simple rules have had to be devised to regulate the
discourse between pairs of interlocutors. One such
rule embodies the concept of controlling station.
Consider, for example, who terminates a conversation?

Normally the station that initiates a call is the

controlling station, and this is the station which ends
the conversation-except that whenever an official
coastal radio station is involved, it automatically
becomes the controlling station even if it was not the
initiator of the conversation. Discourse rules are thus

subject not to the interplay of personalities but to

simple external factors.
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Overriding unit: the COMMUNICATION

(Conversation (= 2 participants) Convers
C -p.(

	

or
(Broadcast	 (initiator only) B




	(Procedures (+ Conventions)		Proc
C -p(

	

	+	

(Message	 M

(Initiate I
Proc -. (Break Bk

(Terminate T

(Standard Phrases SP
(Message Markers MM

M -* (Content Proposition CP

(Message Response MR

(Message Check Ch

(Address (being called) ) Seq.	 A
I ------p	 (Identify (own station) )	 Ident

(Agree Channel)	 Agree	
(Switchover)	 SW

Bk - (Break (internal)	 Bk	

(Interruption (external)	 Interrupt

T -p Out

SP -p 37 SEASPEAK listed Standard
Phrases

(7 SEASPEAK Message Markers MM
Mk -p(

	

+
(7 SEASPEAK Response Markers MR

(Repetition
Ch -p (Confirmation

(Correction

2. STRUCTURE OF C DISCOURSE
(i) Typical SEASPEAK Convers:

Convers	 p I, M, T

(ii) Typical Message Structure
M	 p (i) MM - CPi

(ii) MR - Ch
(iii) MM - CP2
(iv) MR - Ch...

Figure 2. An outline of the elements of a 5EA5PEAI(
conversation.

Figure 2 is an outline model of SEASPEAK, showing
its relatively complex nature, with a large number of
rules, none of them (in principle) admitting of
exceptions.

A further extension is currently being developed
by one of the present authors (Captain F. F. Weeks,
the main originator of 5EA5PEAK). This is 5EA5pEAK for
vessel traffic systems,5 that is, for use in the
increasingly common circumstances where ships, like
aircraft, may enter an area and move within it only
under authorization from shore, being
"talked-through" from sector to sector. These
purposes will require some modifications to 5EASPEAK,

notably by permitting deletion rules to apply in

addressing and identifying so as to reduce the amount
of talk needed and by requiring a large number of
brief "way-point" reports, in effect monitoring the

progress of a vessel through the controlled area.
SEASPEAK is not a language teaching system.

Although it was rendered necessary in large part
because seafaring is now controlled, in English, by
officers who are not native speakers of English, the
competent use of SEASPEAK requires a good command
of the language. Consequently a major program of
English language training must be developed for
future and existing ships' officers.6

As an example of language planning for
specialized, non-ethnocentric purposes, SEA5PEAK
offers an integration of regularized language,
simplified message structure, semantic restrictions,
reduced redundancy, enhanced expectancies,
international conventions arid procedures, all these
being harmonized as far as possible with existing
usage.

Notes

The authors gratefully acknowledge the major
contributions made to the work described in this
paper by our former colleagues on the 5EASPEAK
research team, Licut. Cmdr. Alan Glover, RNR,
and Edward Johnson.
The creation of the essential international English
for maritime purposes was undertaken from
November 1981 to September 1983 by Language
Management, the contract being funded jointly by
the Department of Trade and Industry of the
British government and (principally) Pergamon
Press, Oxford. Language Management is an
applied linguistics consortium consisting of: Prof.
C. N. Caudlin (Lancaster), Prof. J. McH. Sinclair
(Birmingham), John Webb (Colchester), Prof. H.
G. Widdowson (London), and Peter Streveus
(Cambridge), with A. Abrahams (Centre for British
Teachers, London) as managing director.

To carry out the necessary research and
development, Language Management appointed
Capt. F. F. Weeks (Plymouth Polytechnic Faculty
of Maritime Studies) an associate member of LM,

(Continued on page 6)
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established a coordinating office in London under
Alan Davies, and set up two teams: (1) in
Plymouth, Lieut. Cmdr. Alan Glover, RNR, a
master mariner with both a merchant service and a
naval background, with special experience in civil
and military sea and air communications, worked
under the direction of Captain Weeks, himself an
Extra Master Mariner with interests in and
experience of language difficulties in maritime
communications; (2) in Cambridge, Peter Strevens
worked with a full-time researcher, Edward
Johnson, an applied linguist with seagoing
experience: thanks to the generosity of Wolfson
College, Cambridge, of which both Strevens and
J ouhson are Fellows, access was possible to
Cambridge University computing facilities.

At the close of the research contract, the
results were published as: SEASPEAK Reference
Manual, by A. Glover, E. Johnson, P. Strevens, and
F. F. Weeks (Oxford: Pergamon, 1983).
The Standard Marine Navigational Vocabulary is
principally a listing of some four hundred fixed
expressions, under various headings such as:
Warnings; Assistance; Anchoring; Arrival;
Berthing and Departure; Course; Fairway
Navigation; Navigational Warnings; etc.

Examples:
Dangerous obstruction on wreck reported

at... (1.2)
Your navigation lights are not visible.

(1.13)
I will attempt rescue by Breeches-buoy.

(2.15)
My anchor is dragging. (3.10)
From what direction are you
approaching? (4.2)

I am keeping my present course. (5.8)
The vessel ahead of you is stopping. (7.11)
There are tankers transferring ... in

position ... (12.7)

4.	 See Josip Luzer and J. Susànj, "Application of
micro-computers in communications using
Standard Marine Vocabulary," International
Maritime Lecturers' Association Newsletter, no. 6,
July 1983. (Available from Vereenigen Cornelius
Douwes, Amsterdam.)

5.	 In his capacity as Task Leader for the European
Community's COST 301 Task Group 7/10, Captain
Weeks has produced a report and
recommendations in the form of a manual,
"Harmonized VTS Communication Procedures."
These procedures are being given extensive trials
in the ports of Marseille and Cork.

6.	 Since the radical change mentioned earlier that has
occurred in the nationalities and hence of
languages spoken on the majority of ships' bridges,
with the accompanying adoption of English as the
mandatory language for seafaring, training in
English has already become a main feature in
training seafarers in most countries. The
SEASPEAK Reference Manual is intended for those
who are already competent seafarers with
appropriate command of English. In 1985 the
same authors hope to publish the SEASPEAK
Training Manual, which will contain the full text of
the reference manual, with additional explanations
and examples and a number of exercises. Bilingual
versions of the Training Manual are also planned.
The publisher of all these works is the Pergamon
Press, which financed the original SEASPEAK
research jointly with a department of the British
Government.

[In his reviw of "Finns det en termnologisk
medvetenhet.." in Language Planning Newsletter 10:4
(November 1984), page 5, Jernudd comments on
Lauren's comment on Alloni-Fainberg's study of
neologisms in Israel. This is Alloni-Fainberg's
reaction.]

I wish to stress again the importance of the
positive attitude towards neologisms, their acceptance
and diffusion. Could I perform a follow up study it
would be proven that even those terms which were not
yet accepted at the time of performing the research
have now been accepted and most of them are as wide
spread as any "good old" word. Most of those terms
can be heard anywhere, and especially the younger

generation does not even seem to know the old
foreign terms which were in use even about ten years
ago.

People in Israel are now even more aware of
Hebrew terms, and in spite of the seeming
"Americanisation" of daily speech in the street,
Hebrew terms, which at the time of the study seemed
strange, and perhaps even unacceptable, are now in
daily use not only by the mass-media people but by
most more or less educated speakers of Hebrew. This
has become the normation of vocabulary, and is now
in regular use in society.

Dr. Y. AIloni-Fainberg
Qiryat Haim, Israel
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NOW AVAILABLE -World Guide to Terminological Ac-
tivities, 2nd completely revised and enlarged edition, ed.

by M. Krommer-Benz. Infoterm Series 4. 1984. Mfln-
chen, New York, London, Paris: K.G. Saur. 158 pp.

This edition, which updates the first edition

published in 1977, presents the computerized data in
a new format. It provides comprehensive coverage of
terminological activities carried out by governments,
commissions, committees, and data banks worldwide.

NOW AVAILABLE-"How to Succeed in Language
Planning: The Influence of a Century's Language Plan-
ning on Upper Class Speech in Oslo," by Ernst Hhkon

Jahr. In Nordlyd. Troms4.' University Working Papers on

Language and Linguistics, No. 7. 1983. Institutt for spràk
og litteratur, University of Troms4.

This article presents one of the very few citations
in English in the 1984 annual publication of the
Nordic Language Secretariat in cooperation with the

language planning agencies in Nordic countries, Sprdk
i Norden 1984, This annual volume includes as usual a

bibliography of publications in language cultivation
and planning from the Nordic countries which have

appeared since the earlier 1983 volume.

NOW AVAILABLE-The Standardization ojAmeriranEn-
glish, by Andres Gallardo. Serie Lingüistica, No. 4. 1984.
Publication of the Facultad de EducaciOn, Humanidades

y Arte, Universidad de Concepción, Chile.

The first chapter is entitled "Standard-language
theory and American English" and in that light, the
book is dedicated to Paul Garvin. The second chapter
deals with "A probe into the past, or, the significance
of Noah Webster in the development of American

English." the third with "Dictionaries and the
Standardization of American English."

NOW AVAILABLE-Bhasha porikolponar shomaj bhasha
tattva (Sociolinguistics of Language Planning), 1st edi-
tion, by Monsur Musa. 1985. h '' g A idci'i

Bangladesh. Taka 25 (U.S. $2)

NOW AVAILABLE-Language /or the Third If orld
versities, ed. by John B. Pride. Indian journal qf Applied
Linguistics, Special Issue, Vol. 8, No. 1, January, 1982.
Bahri Publications (57 Sant Nagar, New Delhi 110065,
India).

Of particular interest are the articles by R.N.
Srivastava and R.S. Gupta, "Media of Instruction in

Higher Education in India," Andrew Gonzales,
"Language Dilemma in Philippine Academia:
Nationalism or Modernization."

NOW AVAILABLE-Modernization of Indian Languages 4
in News Media, ed. by Bh. Krishnamurti and Aditi
Mnkherjee. Papers presented to a national seminar held
in 1978. Department of Linguistics, Osmania University,
Hyderabad 500 007, India. 1984. Hardbound, Rs 100,
$10, £9; paper, Rs 70, $7, £6.

This volume describes and discusses a wide variety
of issues which arise in the modernization of

languages in the following languages: Bengali, Hindi,
Kannada, Marathi, Oriya, Tamil, Telegu, South
Indian languages. Recognizing the power of the press
as language leaders, several papers also discuss the

press' responsibility.

NOW AVAILABLE-Language in Tunisia, ed. by R.M.

Payne. The Bourguiba Institute of Modern Languages
(47 Avenue de la Liberté, Tunis, Tunisia). 1983.

This volume identifies a number of language
problems in Tunisia (the process of Arabization,

illiteracy, the teaching of German, the role of the
colonial language). The editor provides a brief
overview of language planning activities in the

country.

NOW AVAILABLE-Revista Mexicana de Serniologia.
Year 1, 1984. (Assoeiaeión Mexicana de Semiologia, AC.,
Ave. Toluca 846, Olivar de los Padres, C.P. 01780,
Mexico).

This first issue has two articles on the Accademia
della Crusca, one by Carlo Alberto Mastrelli and a
second by Severina Parodi.
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